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President’s Thoughts
By Billy J. Mathis, FCSI, CDT

As we approach the Summer Months, we are often struck by the difference in both outlook and attitude we
have from this time last year. Last year we were just entering the “realization” phase of the COVID-19
Pandemic and understanding just how serious the whole thing was. Thousands of people were ill, in the
Hospital and on ventilators. Hundreds of others were dying daily making us realize that we needed to do
many things and we needed to do them right then. I know at my place of work; we had just moved into our
new building when all of this started. We managed to get our office and individual workstations setup and
then for the next several months, we worked strictly from home, everyone staying away from the office
unless we absolutely needed to come in and losing touch with our co-workers at a time when we truly
needed each other’s strength and wisdom. Couple that with our spouses also working from home, working
in jobs that required them to go into work, but they had to endure many restrictions, or even worse, losing
their jobs causing a financial and personal strain within the family. These were very trying times and the
physical and mental health of the Country was put to the test. Now, we are entering a time when there is
light at the end of the tunnel. Vaccinations are ramping up, people are taking advantage of the situation to
enable them to return to the workplace, open up their favorite stores and restaurants, and generally getting
life back to as close to normal as possible. It will take a while and it will take faith and understanding that this disease is not gone, nor is
it cured. What we have accomplished is making our bodies more resistant to the disease and should we become ill, making the ferocity
and duration of the illness much less that what it was. My own thoughts turned to the local leaders, the ones who had direct control
over our lives. Each City Mayor and State Governor had to balance the good of the people with the good of the businesses and their
local economy. I cannot begin to understand the pressures they faced, I am just glad we locally were blessed with level-headed people
who were able to study the needs of everyone and make the best decisions. We didn’t have someone who tried to rule our lives and we
also didn’t have someone who didn’t seem to care as long as we were happy. I am very thankful our leaders were who they were.
Speaking of leaders and leadership, I recently attended a webinar in which Coach Nick Saban of Alabama talking about what makes a
good leader and how to have a program, organization of business that is successful. The ideas that Coach Saban put forth make
perfect sense and can be applied in so many different ways. I cannot repeat the whole presentation, but I can put down a few of the
key points he provided.
1.

2.

A good leader:
a.

sets the example for others to follow. This means that a good leader does what is required and what is right, no matter
how unpopular it may be.

b.

helps others for their benefit not for his or her own. The good leader is a mentor and helps others reach their potential.

c.

gets others to buy in to the philosophy of the organization. This is a key to success. Without the membership buying in to
the philosophy of the organization, you will never succeed.

Understand the Process. In this case the “Process” is doing the things that help you accomplish your Goal. It is not the goal
itself. You can define goals but how you get there is just as important, if not more important, that the attainment of the goal itself.
Don’t necessarily let the End justify the means.

3.

Define the expectations for each position and for each person. An individual need to know what is expected of the not only the
position they play in the overall scheme but the expectations each person personally is expected to live up to.

4.

“Never want to waste a failure”. Failure are bound to happen, it is how you react to the failure that counts. You have to learn
what went wrong and how to prevent it from occurring again. You don’t necessarily need to assign fault, but do understand what
caused the failure to occur.

5.

“Be responsible for your own self-determination.” You as in individual and a Leader are responsible for your success and your
failures. If you understand that, they you can grow as a person with each success and with each failure. As a Mentor, you can
help others understand that they are responsible for their own successes and that they are responsible for their failures as well.
Don’t blame others or the situation. Own each and grow a little as you learn.

6.

A good leader coaches their coaches. Here is where you can excel if you try. Your Coaches (could be team leaders, committee
chairs, committee members, officers, etc.) need to not only understand what they are supposed to be doing, but where they fit in
the overall scheme, and help them to become ready to make the next step in their progression. You should be training your own
replacements as well as training others to move to other jobs, locations, chapters, etc. and take on responsibilities they will
encounter there.

7.

Finally, understand that “Success” is not a continuum but is momentary. Success is something earned but will only be there for
a short time. Achieving a goal only gets you to move to the next goal and then the next goal. Succeeding each time and moving
forward each time as well. One needs to celebrate this achievement but understand that this is not the end. It is only the
beginning of a new Process.

“The greatest glory in living lies not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall.” – Nelson Mandela
“It’s fine to celebrate success but it is more important to heed the lessons of failure.” – Bill Gates
“There is a real magic in enthusiasm. It spells the difference between mediocrity and
accomplishment.” – Norman Vincent Peale
“Success is walking from failure to failure with no loss of enthusiasm.” – Winston Churchill

EARN & LEARN PROJECT DELIVERY EDUCATION

Contributed by Eric D. Lussier

Whether an emerging professional, new to your company or new to your position, personal advancement through a professional certification is a
tremendous asset in more ways than one.
In the construction industry, the certifications through the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) carry weight with many of the major players of a
project – the owner, the architect, the general contractor, product representative or construction manager.
CSI’s Certifications include the Construction Documents Technologist (CDT), Certified Construction Contract Administrator (CCCA), Certified
Construction Specifier (CCS) and Certified Construction Product Representative (CCPR).
If you are new to the construction industry or a 50-year veteran, the CDT can and will help you with an overall building project - it is truly the ultimate
guide to project delivery. If you find yourself lost in a 1500 page, 49 division project manual, the CDT can help you understand where to find what
you are looking for and just how that project unfolds right through to commissioning.
I can tell you first hand how much attaining the CDT has assisted me in my job. Before I attained my CDT, I focused almost solely on Division 9 of
architectural specifications, where you can find the sport flooring that I represent. Week after week of studying and learning from the (then) PRM
(Project Resource Manual), my eyes were opened to just how much broader of a scope a project is. From project conception right through to
commissioning, I was able to more thoroughly understand all of the facets and parties involved.
You are never alone when you work with CSI, either. Whether a member or a CDT test taker, fellow CSI members like myself are always there to
help. Through blogs, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, or the tried and true phone call, we’re always glad to offer assistance.
for a CSI certification exam, starting with the CDT (Construction Documents Technologist) exam.” Read Liz’s blog: www.lizosullivanaia.com/

CSI Bloggers include David Stutzman, CSI, CCS from Conspectus. “What was my first project after graduating college with an architectural degree?
A prominent design? No, measuring and documenting 65 existing buildings at Letterkenny Army Depot; calculating energy savings; estimating
construction costs; and finally writing the project specifications using the Corps of Engineers master specs.” Read David’s blog:
www.conspectusinc.com/blog/author/david-stutzman
Liz O’Sullivan, CSI, CCS, CCCA: “There’s SO MUCH to learn – all of us in the construction industry are constantly learning (or should be). Much of
this knowledge can ONLY be gained through experience, but not all of it has to be.A really good way to learn about how your documents may be
interpreted by the users is to prepare .
Marvin Kemp, AIA, FCSI, CSI says "What if we used the great manufacturer's reps each chapter has to mentor the next generation of
manufacturer's reps? How great could our industry be if each and every rep that entered an architect's or engineer's office or stepped onto a job site
held the CCPR certification or at least CDT? How great would CSI be with that sort of involvement?" Read Marvin's blog:
www.accidentaleader.blogspot.com/
CSI only offers CDT certifications during a spring and a fall testing window each year and the spring window is approaching. 2020 CDT Exam early
registration is February 19 to March 18 and the late registration is April 1 to Apr 30. The exam testing window is May 4 – June 5, 2020.
To read more about CDT Certification, please visit wwwcsiresources.org/certification/cdt
________________________________________
2020 CSI CDT Certification Study Groups and Courses
Editor's Note: Let's Fix Construction is not endorsing any particular CSI Chapter, group or company that is providing these study groups. This list is
meant to be informative only. If your Chapter is offering a CDT Study Group for 2020, please email us at letsfixconstruction@gmail.com with the
details to be added. )
EASTERN USA:
Central Pennsylvania Chapter CSI will be hosting an 8-session in-person course on Thursday evenings running from January to March from 68:30pm at Gannett Fleming, Inc., West Building, Room W260, 209 Senate Ave., Camp Hill, PA. More information is available at cpc-csi.com/
certification.
CSI Baltimore will be running 11 weekly sessions for CDT normally starting in January from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Download the syllabus and
registration information at https://www.csiresources.org/chicagochapter/certification/cdt/study-class . Depending upon interest, we will also offer the
CCS and CCCA sessions (4 weekly sessions each) in April instead of as listed in the syllabus.
CSI Vermont will be hosting an eight week CDT Study Session starting in February and will meet each Tuesday through March from 5:30 to 7:30 at
TruexCullins Architecture + Interior Design, 209 Battery Street, Burlington, VT 05401. Please visit http://ow.ly/5kmE30q4w07 for more information or
contact lead instructor Cam Featherstonhaugh at 802.658.2775 or via prez.csivermont@gmail.com should you have additional questions.

MIDWEST:
Columbus State Community College offers a one day CDT Boot Camp in conjunction with the CSI Columbus Chapter twice a year - April and
October, including a review of the CDT with sample questions and strategies to improve your success on the CDT. Join them this year on April 18,
2020. Download a flyer with schedule here. They also offer the same one day program embedded in the CSCC CMGT 1105 Documents course,
along with a CDT Exam attempt. The course is offered every term through Columbus State face to face, and most terms online. Contact Dean Bortz
dbortz@cscc.edu or 614-287-5033
CSI Chicago is hosting an in-person class starting January and running through March, 5:30pm - 8:00pm at HACIA 650 W. Lake Street, Suite 415
in Chicago. More information and register at http://csiresources.org/chicagochapter/certification/cdt/study-class and act fast as there are only a few
seats left.
Metro Detroit CSI is hosting study classes for the Spring CDT Exam beginning January. Classes will be held on Thursday evenings at 6pm in
Walled Lake, MI. There is no charge for these classes. They are made available courtesy of Metro Detroit CSI and Hansen Marketing Services, Inc.
Please visit www.detroitcsi.org/certifications.html for additional information and to register.
WESTERN USA:
CSI Portland is offering live AND ONLINE classes beginning February 5th at Walsh Construction at 2905 SW 1st Ave in Portland. All classes will be
held from 6pm - 8pm on Wednesdays February through April. Details and registration fees can be reviewed http://events.r20.constantcontact.com/
register/event?oeidk=a07egstcdshcd9db8fe&llr=jaxbm4dab&fbclid=IwAR1EybG3V3bJHiK3ve3GHE5lzi-LGYFy_Zm9AZdxJie-EwgxnMnTJZtDVdk.
LACSI is offering preparation classes for all four levels of certification. AIA CEU/LU credits will be offered. Classes to be held at DLR Group, 700
Flower St., 22nd Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90017 and held Saturdays, February– March , 9:00 am – 12:00 Noon (CDT Training Sessions), Saturday,
March 9:00 am – 12:00 Noon (Mock Exam) and Saturday, March, 9:00 am – 12:00 Noon (Review of AIA document, A201). More info at https://
www.lacsi.org/events/lacsi-certification-preparation-classes-winter-spring-2020/
ONLINE
CSI Portland - Please review above and visit http://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/event?
oeidk=a07egstcdshcd9db8fe&llr=jaxbm4dab&fbclid=IwAR1EybG3V3bJHiK3ve3GHE5lzi-LGYFy_Zm9AZdxJie-EwgxnMnTJZtDVdk.

Quick Question: Use Groups Requiring Auto Operators
By: Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog
After last week’s post about a change to the 2021 International Building Code (IBC) which
requires automatic operators on some public entrances, I received a few questions. This is a
pretty major change, since the previous codes and standards did not require auto operators
as long as the doors could meet the requirements for manually-operated doors. Here is one
of the questions:
What types of buildings fall into the use groups where automatic operators are required for
public entrances?
In last week’s post, I included the table from the 2021 IBC that lists the applicable use
groups and occupant loads for buildings that will be required to have at least 1 door or 1 set
of doors (exterior and vestibule) with automatic operators on their public entrances. The
change applies to almost all types of assembly occupancies with an occupant load of 300
people or more, and for business, mercantile, and R-1 residential occupancies with an
occupant load of 500 people or more. There were some questions about the use groups, so
here’s a breakdown. The examples listed with each use group are not intended to be inclusive of every type of facility.
Occupant Load 300+
A-1 – assembly occupancy, usually with fixed seating, used for production and viewing of the performing arts or movies, including movie theaters
and other types of theaters, symphony and concert halls, and TV and radio studios that admit an audience
A-2 – assembly occupancy used for food/drink consumption, including banquet halls, gaming areas of casinos, nightclubs, taverns, and bars,
restaurants, cafeterias, and similar dining facilities (including associated commercial kitchens)
A-3 – assembly occupancy used for worship, recreation, or amusement and other assembly uses not classified as another Group A use
group, including arcades, art galleries, bowling alleys, community halls, courtrooms, dance halls (without food or drink consumption), funeral
parlors, lecture halls, libraries, museums, places of religious worship, waiting areas in transportation terminals, and gymnasiums, indoor swimming
pools, and indoor tennis courts without spectator seating
A-4 – assembly occupancy used for viewing of indoor sporting events and activities with spectator seating, including arenas, skating rinks,
swimming pools, and tennis courts
Note: Group A-5 is not included in the table that requires automatic operators at the public entrances, but I don’t like leaving loose ends, so Group
A-5 is an assembly occupancy used for participation in or viewing outdoor activities, including amusement park structures, bleachers,
grandstands, and stadiums (the auto operator requirement does not apply here).

Occupant Load 500+
B – business occupancy used for office, professional, or service-type transactions, including ambulatory care facilities, doctors, dentists, and
veterinarian offices, banks, beauty salons, outpatient clinics and ambulatory care facilities, labs, post offices, and educational occupancies for
students above the 12th grade (colleges and universities)
M – mercantile occupancy used for display and sale of merchandise including merchandise stock, where the public has access, including retail
stores and markets, greenhouses providing public access for the display and sale of plants, and motor-fuel dispensing facilities
R-1 – residential occupancy containing sleeping units where the residents are primarily transient in nature, including hotels and motels, and
congregate living facilities and boarding houses with more than 10 occupants (all transient)
Remember, the auto operator requirement applies if a) the project is required to comply with the 2021 IBC, b) the entrance is a public entrance, c)
the use group is one of the types listed above, AND d) the calculated occupant load is greater than 300 or greater than 500, depending on the use
group. The operators are required for 1 door or 1 set of doors (exterior and vestibule) at each public entrance – not every door at each public
entrance.

Wordless Wednesday: Do you see what I see?
By: Lori Greene, I Love Hardware Blog
I received today’s Wordless Wednesday photos from an AHJ, who will remain
anonymous. During an inspection, he found this water heater enclosure. But what’s that thing

A still-energized exit sign!

How many more will it take?
By: Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog
I like to think that I’m pretty even-tempered…I don’t get mad very often (and
when I do – RUN). But every time I see an apartment fire where the door
was left open as the apartment residents escaped, I feel even more frustrated and angry. It is not the fault of the residents that they did not close their
door when they ran out in a panic. I did a survey years ago and it was very
clear that most people have no idea of the protection offered by a fire door
and probably would not realize that they should close it to help prevent the
spread of fire.
Most apartment entrance doors are fire door assemblies rated for 20
minutes – designed to provide at least 20 minutes of protection during a
fire. In older buildings, the doors may not be labeled but should provide that
same protection for the building occupants. Since fire doors are required to
automatically close and latch during a fire, building occupants should not
have to remember to close their doors.
Several apartment fires have occurred in New York City, including a fire in the Bronx where 13 people were killed. Each time, the FDNY Commissioner told people to close their doors. The fire department even made a promotional video in 2014, reminding people to do so. After the fire in
the Bronx, a law was passed in NYC requiring self-closing doors in residential buildings – the deadline for compliance is July 31, 2021.
Earlier this week, another apartment fire occurred in Queens, injuring 21 people including 16 firefighters, and leaving more than 200 people homeless. Again, an open door contributed to the spread of the fire, along with a delay in calling the fire department. Again, the FDNY Commissioner
reminded everyone to close their doors if there is a fire. We can’t rely on people to think clearly in an emergency situation – that’s why fire doors
are self-closing. We can’t accept any more excuses about fire door inspections and maintenance being cost-prohibitive. I don’t know how many
more times this scenario can be repeated before I lose it.
FDNY Commissioner Daniel Nigro said an apartment door was left open at the fire location, reiterating that residents fleeing a fire should always
close the door behind them.
“The door was open,” Nigro said. “The occupant fled, left the door open. We’ve stressed over the years the seriousness of that if you do unfortunately have a fire in your home or apartment, how important it is to close that door. The fire (traveled) out to the hallway, the units were unable to
make a quick advance.”
Additionally, Nigro said there was a 10-minute delay in calling the fire department, which allowed the flames to spread further. He said residents
smelled smoke, but no one immediately called 911.

SHOP DRAWINGS AND SUBMITTALS: SUBMITTAL REVIEW STAMPS
Re-Printed with the Permission of Kevin O'Beirne, PE, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CDT
This is the fourth in a six-part series of blog posts on shop drawings and submittals. Previous posts have addressed: definition, purpose, and
necessity of submittals; the various types of submittals; and liability associated with submittal reviews. Forthcoming posts in the series will address
submittals with deviations from contract requirements and delegated design submittals.
Much attention has been devoted to the topic of review stamps (or, in the digital era, facsimiles of stamps) for shop drawings and other contractorfurnished submittals. This blog post presents recommended practices and language for submittal review stamps.
Submittal review stamps are important because they are the means by which the results of a submittal review are presented, indicating the
disposition assigned to the submittal and the limits of the review. Such stamps are often a focal point regarding liability associated with review of a
submittal.
Contractors’ Submittal Approval Stamps
Standard general conditions in widespread use in the United States, including AIA A201—2017, Standard General Conditions of the Contract for
Construction, and EJCDC C-700—2018, Standard General Conditions of the Construction Contract, require the contractor to apply an approval
stamp on all shop drawings, product data, samples, and other submittals before transmitting them to the design professional for review. Because of
the contractor’s general warranty and guarantee that all the work shall comply with the contract documents and not be defective, contractors’
submittal approval stamps should not include limitations or disclaimers.
The following is suggested language of the contractor’s submittal approval stamp, that may be required via a project’s specifications Section
01 33 00 – Submittal Procedures:
Project Name:
Contractor’s Name:
Contract Designation:
Date:
Submittal Title:
Specifications:
Section:
Page No.:
Paragraph No.:
Drawing No.:

of

Location of Work:
Submittal No. and Review Cycle:
Coordinated by Contractor with Submittal Nos.:

I hereby certify that Contractor has satisfied Contractor’s obligations under the Contract Documents relative to Contractor’s review and
approval of this Submittal, including that I have: (1) reviewed and coordinated the Submittal with other Submittals and with the
requirements of the Work and the Contract Documents; (2) determined and verified: (a) all field measurements, quantities, dimensions,
specified performance and design criteria, installation requirements, materials, catalog numbers, and similar information with respect to
the Submittal, (b) the suitability of all materials and equipment offered with respect to the indicated application, fabrication, shipping,
handling, storage, assembly, and installation pertaining to the performance of the Work, and (c) all information relative to Contractor’s
responsibilities for means, methods, techniques, sequences, and procedures of construction, and safety precautions and programs
incident thereto; (3) confirmed that the Submittal is complete with respect to all related data included in the Submittal; and (4) clearly
and expressly indicated all proposed deviations (if any) from the requirements of the Contract Documents both in the Submittal itself
and in the Submittal’s transmittal letter. Accordingly, this Submittal is hereby approved for Contractor by:
Approved for Contractor by:
Where brevity is desired, the above paragraph may be shortened by eliminating all text following the first comma.
Elements of the Design Professional’s Submittal Review Stamp
Design professionals’ submittal review stamps, whether an inked stamp, an electronic facsimile of a stamp (often part of a memo-style
comment sheet), or as generated by online document management systems, usually have three main elements:
1.

The disposition assigned by the design professional.

2.

Disclaimer language.

3.

Indication of: (a) the design professional’s company name; and (b) the name of the individual who performed the review;
and (c) the name of the design professional-in-responsible-charge of the review; and (d) the date of the review.

Item “3.(c)”, above, is probably rare on submittal review stamps and, when used, would apply only to submittals of an architectural,
engineering, or professional geology nature concerning technical matters. Its utility is obvious: the design professional-in-responsiblecharge of the review would be identified and clearly indicated, and such indication may encourage design professionals-in-responsiblecharge to exercise appropriate supervisory control over the review. It may also be appropriate to indicate the individual’s state and
license number.
In addition to these are the design professional’s comments (if any) on the submittal, whether typed on a comment sheet, manually
marked on a paper copy of the submittal, or electronically marked in an electronic copy of the submittal (such as a PDF file). Such
comments must be clear, concise, complete, correct, and coordinated.
The balance of this blog post focuses on the design professional’s submittal dispositions, disclaimer language, and how and where the
review stamp should be applied to the submittal.
Disposition Assigned by the Design Professional
The second post (“Shop Drawings and Submittals: Types of Submittals”) in this series discussed the four types of submittals
recommended by the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI)—action submittals, informational submittals, closeout submittals, and
maintenance materials submittals—and suggested that the submittal type may drive the dispositions assigned by the design
professional.

Action submittals are arguably the most important type and require the design professional’s written approval before the associated item’s raw
materials are purchased, or the item is fabricated or shipped. In contrast, informational, closeout, and maintenance materials submittals are usually either acceptable (when they indicate full compliance with the contract’s requirements) or unacceptable. This suggests separate submittal review stamps may be desirable for: (1) action submittals, and for (2) informational-closeout-maintenance materials submittals. As will be discussed
more fully in the forthcoming sixth post (“Shop Drawings and Submittals: Delegated Design Submittals”) in this series, this writer also recommends
a third submittal review stamp specifically for delegated design submittals.
Most of the design community’s discussion of submittal stamps has focused on dispositions assigned to action submittals, regarding whether a
design professional should explicitly “approve” shop drawings and other action submittals. Many in the design community, embracing decades-old
advice from certain professional liability insurance carriers, advocate using dispositions such as “No Exceptions Taken”, “Furnish as Submitted”, or
a simple, meek “Reviewed”, rather than expressly marking action submittals as “Approved”. The rationale often expressed for using what this writer calls, “weasel words” (i.e., “No Exceptions Taken”, “Furnish as Submitted”, “Reviewed”, and similar terms) is that “taking no exceptions” somehow confers on the design professional less liability than does “approved”.
In this writer’s opinion, using weasel word dispositions is useless. Anyone who believes “taking no exceptions” instead of “approving” a shop drawing reduces their liability should formulate an appropriate answer to the following request by a cross-examining attorney: “Mr. Design Professional,
please explain to the jury the difference between ‘approving’ and ‘taking no exceptions’ in a shop drawing review.” There is no good response. As
discussed in the first post (“Shop Drawings and Submittals: Definition, Purpose, and Necessity”) of this series, the purpose of design professionals’ review of submittals is clear and, no matter the weasel words on the design professional’s review stamp, the liability is the same. Indeed, in
the litigation following the 1981 collapse of the skywalk system in the Hyatt Regency Kansas City Hotel, discussed in the third post (“Shop Drawings and Submittals: Liability Associated with Submittal Reviews”) of this series, courts rejected the structural engineer’s argument that it was not
culpable, because it stamped the fatal shop drawing as “Reviewed” rather than “Approved”. For this case, the courts concluded the disposition
“Reviewed” had the same meaning as “Approved”.
Furthermore, for decades, both EJCDC C-700 and AIA A201, together with their associated agreements for design professional services (EJCDC
E-500 and AIA B101), have consistently used the term “approve” when referring to the design professional’s reviews of shop drawings, product
data, and samples. Regardless of whether one takes refuge behind the mirage-like shield of disposition weasel words, the submittal dispositions
assigned by the design professional should be consistent with the project’s general conditions and other construction documents.
A drawback of weasel word dispositions is their use may lull the design professional into a false sense of security. Architects’ or engineers’ staff
members who believe “taking no exceptions” on a shop drawing reduces their risk and liability may sometimes be less diligent in their reviews than
a design professional who expressly “approves” shop drawings. Again, the design professional’s liability is the same regardless of whether weasel
words are used.
Therefore, this writer recommends the following design professional dispositions for action submittals:





Approved
Approved as Noted
Revise and Resubmit
Rejected

“Approved” means the design professional has reviewed the action submittal with skill, care, and judgement consistent with the applicable standard of care and, in accordance with AIA A201 and B101, or EJCDC C-700 and E-500, has determined the submittal appears to be consistent with
the contract documents and the design professional’s design intent for the completed project. An “approval” allows the contractor, subcontractor,
or supplier to purchase the raw materials and proceed with fabricating (and shipping, unless later submittal of source quality control results is required) the associated item.

“Approved as Noted” is an approval conditioned on the contractor, subcontractor, or supplier complying fully with the design professional’s written
comments on the submittal. Failure to comply fully with the written comments typically nullifies the approval.
“Revise and Resubmit” means the design professional believes the submittal, as furnished, cannot be approved without revisions and
resubmittal. Thus, “Revise and Resubmit” does not constitute an approval. Submittals with a “Revise and Resubmit” disposition require detailed,
written comments clearly indicating the non-compliance.
“Rejected” is typically rarely assigned and means, in essence, “This submittal wasn’t even close,” and implies that, even with revisions and
resubmittal, the submittal would not be approvable. This disposition may also be assigned to incomplete submittals. Alternative terms such as “Not
Approvable” or “Not Acceptable” can be used in lieu of the rather harsh sounding “Rejected”, although this writer believes terms like “Not
Acceptable” are perhaps less clear than “Rejected”.
This writer has experience with action submittals marked, “Approved as Noted/Resubmit”. Such a disposition seems to be used on time-sensitive
submittals for items that need to be procured or placed into fabrication, but where the design professional’s comments were of such a nature that a
“record resubmittal” indicating full compliance with the comments is required. Because of its vagueness, this writer recommends against its use.
Such a disposition is likely to provoke uncertainty even when its meaning is clearly articulated in specifications Section 01 33 00 – Submittal
Procedures.
Concerning informational, closeout, and maintenance materials submittals, a common approach in the industry is that, when such submittals
indicate full compliance with the contract, an explicit, written response by the design professional is not required and the design professional
indicates their acceptance of the submittal in their submittal log. When this approach is employed, the design professional should furnish to the
contractor a copy of the submittal log not less than monthly and at any other time when requested by the contractor. The disposition that should be
indicated on the submittal log is, “Accepted”. In fact, the term “accepted” is employed in EJCDC C-700 regarding the engineer’s review of the
contractor’s construction progress schedules, schedule of submittals, and schedule of values.
Regardless of whether an explicit, written acceptance is furnished for informational, closeout, and maintenance materials submittals, when such
submittals do not indicate full compliance with contractual requirements, the design professional must provide an written response indicating,
“Not Acceptable”, “Unacceptable”, or similar language, together with detailed, written comments clearly explaining the reasons for noncompliance.
Some design professionals’ submittal review stamps include the disposition, “Submittal Not Required”. When the design professional receives a
contractor submittal not required by the contract documents, this writer believes it should be promptly returned without review, without being
recorded in the submittal log, and without the design professional affixing its stamp. However, this may be infeasible when submittals are furnished
electronically via an online document management system. When submitted via a document management system, from the moment the submittal
is uploaded by the contractor, it may be “in the system” and perhaps difficult to eradicate. Thus, for such circumstances, a disposition such as,
“Submittal Not Required and Not Reviewed” may be necessary.
In some situations, using separate, electronic facsimiles of submittal review stamps for action submittals and for informational-closeoutmaintenance materials submittals, may be impractical. For example, it may be difficult or impossible to set up multiple “stamps” in a project’s
online document management system. Some design professional firms may lack confidence that their project teams will consistently use the
correct stamp when multiple alternatives are available. Therefore, when a single comprehensive set of dispositions is necessary, this writer
suggests:
Action Submittals: Approved
Action Submittals: Approved as Noted
Action Submittals: Revise and Resubmit
Action Submittals: Rejected

Informational-Closeout-Maintenance Materials Submittals: Accepted
Informational-Closeout-Maintenance Materials Submittal: Unacceptable
Submittal Not Required and Not Reviewed

Disclaimer Language on Design Professional’s Review Stamp
Disclaimers are common on design professionals’ submittal review stamps. Often, one set of disclaimer language is appropriate for all types of
submittals, aside from delegated design submittals. Based on research over many years, including guidance from leading professional liability
insurers and advice from various experienced attorneys who represent design professionals, this writer suggests the following submittal review
stamp disclaimer language:
Architect’s / Engineer’s action on this Submittal is subject to this note.
Architect’s / Engineer’s review is only for general compatibility with the design concept of the completed Project as a functioning whole as indicated
by the Contract Documents, and for general compliance with the information given in the Contract Documents.
Contractor shall be solely responsible for complying with the Contract Documents, as well as with Supplier instructions consistent with the Contract
Documents, Owner’s directions, and Laws and Regulations. Contractor is solely responsible for obtaining, correlating, confirming, and correcting
dimensions at the Site; quantities; information and choices pertaining to fabrication processes; means, methods, sequences, procedures, and
techniques of construction; safety precautions and programs incident thereto; and for coordinating the work of all trades.
Engineer is not responsible for resubmittals or tracking progress of resubmittals.
The above is, obviously, for an engineering firm and employs terminology consistent with EJCDC C-700—2018. Minor modifications will be
necessary for use with AIA A201 or other general conditions, such as changing the word, “Engineer” to “Architect”, as applicable.
The example disclaimer presented above is consistent with the limitations of the architect’s and engineer’s submittal reviews as indicated in AIA
A201—2017 Section 4.2.7 and EJCDC C-700 Paragraph 7.16.C.
Although the design professional’s disclaimer on its submittal review stamp is not a contract document, in certain situations such disclaimers may be
useful to design professionals. Disclaimer language consistent with the contract documents may help reinforce the limits of a design professional’s
review and comments in any substantive disagreement related to the submittal review.
Such an example is Waggoner v. WW Steel Co. (Supreme Ct of Oklahoma, No. 55285, Nov. 30, 1982), in which a structural engineer was found not
responsible for a failure during structural steel erection that resulted in two fatalities. The plaintiff accused the engineer of negligence because the
engineer approved structural steel shop drawings with lifting eyes added solely for constructability. Because the lifting eyes were for the contractor’s
means and methods of construction, the engineer was not responsible for the lifting eyes’ failure. Having disclaimer language on the shop drawing
stamp, similar to that recommended above (“Contractor is solely responsible for…choices pertaining to fabrication processes; means, methods,
sequences, procedures, and techniques of construction; safety precautions and programs incident thereto..”) would likely have bolstered the
engineer’s defense.
Applying the Design Professional’s Review Stamp
Most Submittals require only one submittal review stamp applied by the design professional. Typically, the submittal review stamp is applied at or
very close to the front of the submittal. When the stamp is on a page with the design professional’s comments, typically the page is included
immediately following the design professional’s transmittal letter. Some design professionals’ transmittal letter forms include checkboxes to indicate
the submittal disposition, but usually do not include any appropriate disclaimer language. Obviously, it is best to indicate the disposition assigned to
the submittal only once and, preferably, on the same page as the disclaimer language.
However, certain submittals, such as multi-sheet shop drawings for fabricated materials (e.g., reinforcing steel shop drawings, structural steel shop
drawings, or voluminous product data submittals addressing multiple material or equipment items) may need application of more than one submittal
review stamp. Where the design professional applies more than one review stamp to a given submittal, each separately stamped part of the
submittal should be separately recorded in the design professional’s submittal log. This helps reduce confusion and misunderstandings when, for
example, certain sheets in the overall larger submittal are approved while others are “revise and resubmit”.

Where more than one design professional—whether multiple firms or multiple individual licensed design professionals-in-responsible-charge—are
involved in the project, only one firm’s submittal review stamp and the name of one design professional-in-responsible-charge of the review should
appear on each submittal. The only exception is when prominent, clarifying language is included to clearly indicate the parts of the submittal to
which each stamp applies and the parts of the submittal for which each design professional-irresponsible-charge has responsibility. Absent such
clarifying language, multiple reviewers’ submittal stamps, or the names of multiple design professionals-in-responsible-charge, on the same
submittal—especially when more than one firm is involved—has potential to blur the lines of professional liability for the associated submittal review.
Conclusions
This blog post has presented recommended best practices, and associated rationales, for both design professionals’ and contractors’ submittal
review stamps, including dispositions, disclaimer language, and applying the review stamp to submittals. These practices must always be consistent
with the language and requirements of the associated construction documents and agreements for professional services. To do otherwise reduces
clarity and muddies the waters of responsibility and professional liability for the associated submittal review.
Forthcoming posts in the series will address submittals with deviations from contract requirements and delegated design submittals.
Copyright 2021 by Kevin O’Beirne
The content of this blog post is by the author alone and should not be attributed to any other individual or entity.
This post’s author is not an attorney and nothing in this blog post constitutes legal advice. Readers in need of legal advice should consult with
qualified, experienced legal counsel.
Kevin O’Beirne, PE, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, is a professional engineer licensed in NY and PA with over 30 years of experience designing and
constructing water and wastewater infrastructure for public and private clients. He is the engineering specifications manager for a global
engineering and architecture design firm. He is a member of various CSI national committees and is the certification chair of CSI’s Buffalo-Western
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Decoded: Safe and Secure Schools
By: Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog
With many students back in the classroom, school administrators will be focused on the
physical security of school buildings and campuses. It is absolutely crucial to the safety of
students, teachers, and staff that when security measures are implemented, the
requirements for egress, fire protection, and accessibility are also considered.
To ensure that these safety mandates are met, there are adopted codes and standards in
almost every US state which clearly define what is allowed or required. These code
requirements help to protect building occupants from fire, as well other types of emergencies
and hazards. In addition, the accessibility standards establish the criteria for buildings and
elements to be accessible to and usable by people with physical disabilities.
The need for safety does not negatively impact security measures, if the two are considered
in tandem. To aid in addressing both safety and security for doors in educational occupancies, this article summarizes some of the considerations
for each of the most common types of openings.
Main Entrance – At the main entrance of the building, many school districts have incorporated a security vestibule to guide visitors to the office
before allowing access to the rest of the school building. Although these vestibules are sometimes incorrectly referred to as “man-traps”, they do
not trap anyone if designed correctly. The exterior and vestibule doors should be locked on the access side but must allow free egress. This area
is typically monitored at all times with access granted by school personnel – often using an intercom/camera system and electrified
hardware. This is a critical point of security, but egress is also important; in an emergency many building occupants will instinctively head for the
door they used to enter.
Secondary Entrance – Other entrances may not be in close proximity to the main office and may not have constant supervision. For example,
the staff entrance from the parking lot or the door used for playground access are often located in more remote areas of the building. These doors
should be kept locked to prevent unauthorized access, and an access control reader can increase security by limiting key distribution. Secondary
entrances must also egress if the doors are required exits or are provided for egress purposes.
Emergency Exit – Some exits are intended only for egress and not for building access; in
many cases these doors exit directly from classrooms to the exterior. These doors should not
have the ability to be left unlocked on the access side – they should be locked at all
times. Emergency exits often have no outside trim, but a key cylinder on the exterior may be
helpful to allow access for first responders in an emergency. Where unauthorized egress is a
concern, exit alarms may be installed to monitor use of the door. Beginning with the 2018
edition of the International Building Code (IBC) and International Fire Code (IFC), delayed
egress locks are allowed on classroom doors in educational occupancies, serving classrooms
with a calculated occupant load of less than 50 people.

Classroom – There has been much talk about ways to add security to
classroom doors, but the bottom line is that many of the retrofit security
methods (ex. classroom barricade devices) do not meet the requirements of
the model codes and referenced standards for safety and/or
accessibility. Traditional locksets have been proven to provide the needed
level of security and also allow free egress. One of the most frequently asked
questions is which lock function to use, and that depends on the preferences
of the school district. It’s important that the lock can be locked without opening
the door, to avoid exposing the teacher to danger while securing the
classroom during an active-shooter event. The most common mechanical
functions used for schools are locked from the inside using either a key,
thumbturn, or push button to lock the outside lever; some schools have locks
that are always locked on the outside. In most jurisdictions, these doors must
unlock for egress with one releasing motion, using operable hardware
mounted between 34 and 48 inches above the floor. The hardware must
require no tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist, and no key, tool,
special knowledge, or effort for egress. In addition, classroom doors must be
able to be unlocked from the outside with a key or other approved means, to
allow authorized access to the classroom.
Between Classrooms – If one classroom entrance door is locked and the door to the adjoining classroom is not, the door between the classrooms
becomes a critical point for securing the locked classroom. If the calculated occupant load of a classroom is 50 people or more, the room will
typically require a second exit – this second exit may be the door between classrooms. If the connecting door is not required for egress, it may be
secured unless the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) objects. Some classrooms may be connected by a shared workroom. When securing the
workroom doors to limit passage between classrooms, care must be taken to maintain a code-compliant path of egress out of the workroom.
Assembly Space – Areas such as the gymnasium, cafeteria, auditorium, and library can present challenges for securing doors from the inside, as
egress doors serving these spaces are required to be equipped with panic hardware to accommodate the large occupant load. Some types of panic
hardware can be locked from inside of the space to prevent access, while others cannot. If there is a bank of doors, it may make sense to keep
most of the doors locked on the outside, so the remaining doors can be locked quickly if an intruder situation occurs. Doors leading from these
assembly spaces to the exterior are typically kept locked on the outside, and all doors serving these areas must always allow for code-compliant
egress.
Courtyard – Some schools have a central enclosed courtyard – often to provide natural light to the interior rooms. If the enclosed courtyard is an
occupiable space with a calculated occupant load of 50 people or more, the egress route will typically pass through the interior of the school, with
doors swinging in the direction of egress equipped with panic hardware. Past editions of the model codes did not include a way to lock these doors
to prevent an unauthorized person from climbing over the roof into the courtyard and accessing the school. However, the 2021 edition of the IBC
includes a new section which allows these doors to be equipped with double-cylinder deadbolts if certain criteria are met. The section applies to
exterior areas with an occupant load of less than 300 people, and requires a telephone or two-way communication system, signage, a vision panel
in the door, and a key-operated lock that is readily distinguishable as locked.

Stairwell – During an active-shooter event, limiting the intruder’s travel through the school can save lives. Interior stairwell doors can be locked on
the stair side to help prevent access to upper floors, but stairwell reentry requirements must be met. These requirements are intended to allow
building occupants to leave a stairwell if it becomes compromised during a fire, through doors that are normally locked. Although under certain circumstances NFPA 101 – Life Safety Code allows interior stair doors to be locked on the stair side with mechanical locks, the IBC requires all lockable interior stair doors to have the capability of remote unlocking. In most jurisdictions, these locks must be fail-safe electrified locks, or fail-safe
electrified trim for fire exit hardware. This will allow the doors to be locked quickly if necessary but will ensure that the stair doors function as required by code.
Cross-Corridor – Many schools have cross-corridor doors separating wings or halls; this is another location where unauthorized access can be
controlled. It’s important to remember that these doors must allow free egress at all times – only the access side of the doors can be locked. A
common application is for the doors to be equipped with panic hardware, with lever trim on the access side that is kept locked at all times. The
doors are held open by magnetic holders, which will release and allow the doors to close when power is cut via a signal from the office or the security system and in some cases the fire alarm system. Because the doors have locked lever handles on the access side, the doors will be locked as
soon as they are in the closed and latched position.
Additional Considerations
Electronic Access Control – There are many benefits of using an access control system in an educational environment. From access via electronic credential to rapid lockdown, these systems can provide the needed security as well as
convenience, monitoring, and code-compliance. Many school districts are now incorporating electronic access control
into their security planning, whether they begin with the main entrance or install a campus- or district-wide system.
Glass and Glazing – The most secure doors and hardware can be compromised by adjacent glazing, if the glass does not
provide sufficient protection against impact. Various glazing products are available for new or retrofit applications, as well
as films that can be added to existing glass. Consideration should also be given to the size and position of vision lights
and sidelights to limit access through the window opening to the hardware on the egress side, which could allow the intruder to open the door.
Releasing Motion(s) – In jurisdictions where either the 2018 or 2021 edition of NFPA 101 has been adopted, classroom
doors in existing schools are allowed to have hardware that requires two releasing motions to exit. This change was
made in order to allow schools to add a deadbolt for extra security if necessary. However, the IBC and IFC, adopted in
most US states, require classroom doors in new and existing schools to be unlatched for egress with one releasing motion. Traditional locksets, operable with one releasing motion, provide the necessary security as well as safety.
Conclusion
There are many resources available to help ensure that school safety is not compromised by school security efforts. During an unpredictable activeshooter event, free egress and fire protection are crucial. In any jurisdiction, the adopted codes should be consulted for specific requirements, and
the AHJs can assist if needed. In addition, the following organizations have developed informational guidelines and recommendations to help
school districts maintain a balance between safety and security.
Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association (BHMA)
Door Security and Safety Foundation (DSSF)
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
Safe and Sound Schools

International Code Council (ICC)
National Association of State Fire Marshals (NASFM)
Partner Alliance for Safer Schools (PASS)
iDigHardware.com/schools

FDAI – Why?
By: Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog
Fire doors in health care facilities are getting a lot more attention these days, because of the adoption of codes and
standards that require fire door assembly inspections. Facilities that receive funding from the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS) are surveyed periodically by the Joint Commission or another accrediting organization. Since 2016, these Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJs) have used the 2012 edition of NFPA 101 – Life Safety Code to assess life safety features, including egress doors and fire doors. This edition of the code requires fire
doors to be inspected annually, in accordance with NFPA 80 – Standard for Fire Doors and Other Opening Protectives.
Fire door inspections are taking place in other types of facilities too – I have been fielding quite a few calls and
emails lately. One government agency responsible for thousands of buildings across the US wanted to discuss
their new standards, which will cover inspection of fire door assemblies. Several fire marshals and other code officials have asked about the availability of resources to give their inspectors an overview of the inspection criteria. And many people have asked where to find training to become a fire door inspector, to meet the needs of their
customers. This interest and enforcement have been a long time coming – it has been 14 years since the inspection requirements were added to the 2007 edition of NFPA 80.
As I talk to people about this topic, two sides of the discussion have begun to emerge. Many understand the increased life safety and fire protection that will be provided by fire door assemblies that have been inspected and
deemed compliant with the standard. One fire marshal told me how excited he was that his state was adopting an
edition of the International Fire Code that required fire door assemblies to be inspected annually. According to him,
it was another tool in his toolbox – he could ask for documentation of the fire door inspections for buildings in his jurisdiction, in addition to the documentation for the sprinkler systems, elevators, fire extinguishers, etc.
The other perspective often comes from those responsible for bringing fire doors with deficiencies back into compliance; these repairs must be
made “without delay” (for some AHJs, this is 60 days). Although most acknowledge that code-compliance is important, it can seem like a neverending project, often with limited resources in the budget. According to data published by the Fire Door Inspection Scheme (FDIS), 76 percent of
the fire door assemblies inspected in the UK in 2019 failed the inspection. While I don’t have official numbers for US fire doors, I wouldn’t be surprised if the failure rate was similar. I’ve seen some exasperated facility managers throw up their hands in defeat when faced with the seemingly
insurmountable task of solving their fire door problems.
There’s no doubt that finding so many fire door assemblies in need of repair or replacement can be overwhelming. But avoiding the inspection does
not solve the problem, as building owners and property managers are responsible for keeping fire doors code-compliant, with or without an inspection. Some deficiencies can be addressed easily, but some are very difficult to rectify. One common example of this is clearance at the perimeter of
the door, and at the meeting stiles of pairs. While some products have been developed that can be used to overcome the problem of excessive
clearance, more options are needed in order to solve these problems in the field.
It might be tempting to dismiss the NFPA 80 limitations as too restrictive – especially with regard to perimeter clearance, since incorrect clearances
are so common and so difficult to bring into compliance. But necessity drives innovation, and I know we will see more solutions hitting the market
(let me know if you have others to add to this list). I can say from first-hand experience that excessive clearance can cause a fire door assembly to
fail a fire test, however, testing is being done to determine whether clearances can be increased without negatively impacting the performance of the
opening protective.

The bottom line here is that fire door assemblies in existing buildings have been neglected for decades and repairing the deficiencies will take a lot
of work and a lot of patience. With that said, these opening protectives are a critical part of the passive fire protection system of a building, and they
need to be code-compliant to ensure that they will perform as designed and tested if a fire occurs. Fire door assembly inspections – after installation, after maintenance work, and annually, are the first step to identifying the problems and resolving them. This focus on fire doors will result in a
greater level of life safety for building occupants, by deterring the spread of fire and protecting the means of egress.
NFPA 80’s inspection criteria for fire door assemblies include verification of the following:














.

Labels are present and legible.
No holes or breaks in door or frame.
Glazing and glass kit / glass beads are intact and securely fastened.
Door, frame, and hardware are in proper working order.
No missing or broken parts.
Door clearances are within allowable limits.
Door closer / spring hinges are operational and door is self-closing.
Coordinator ensures that door leaves close in proper sequence (pairs only).
Door is self-latching in the closed position.
Opening is not equipped with auxiliary hardware items which interfere with operation.
No field modifications have been performed that void the label.
Gasketing and edge seals, where required, are present, continuous, and of the proper type for a fire door.
Signage on door covers less than 5% of door face and is not attached with mechanical fasteners

To learn more about fire doors or to order laminated fire door inspection cards, visit iDigHardware.com/firedoor.
For more information on codes and applications that apply to health care facilities, visit iDigHardware.com/healthcare.

Quick Question: Fire Door Bottom Clearance
By: Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog
I’ve written about fire door clearance many times, but this question keeps
coming up. So I will answer it here where Google can find it.
Can a threshold be used to address oversized clearance at the bottom of a fire
door?
Here’s the scenario:
The project is just about finished and someone discovers that the clearance at
the bottom of a fire door, measured between the bottom of the door and the
top of the flooring, is 1 inch. According to NFPA 80, the maximum clearance at the bottom of a fire door is 3/4-inch. (Note: If the bottom of a fire
door is more than 38 inches above the finished floor, the maximum clearance is 3/8-inch or as allowed by the manufacturer’s listings.)
Although recent editions of NFPA 80 do address door bottoms/sweeps and other products evaluated for fire doors with excessive clearance at the
bottom, these may not be needed in order to bring the door in our example into compliance. The bottom clearance is measured between the bottom
of the door and the top of the finished floor, or between the bottom of the door and the top of the threshold (I confirmed this with NFPA staff).
For the door in our example, adding a threshold could reduce the clearance to 3/4-inch or less. Here are a few things to keep in mind:





The threshold must be listed for use on a fire door assembly (note the UL 10C symbol in the catalog image above).
The maximum threshold height allowed by the accessibility standards is 1/2-inch – for a greater rise a ramp is required.
If the door hardware has a bottom latch, the manufacturer’s templates will typically require a specific amount of clearance.
In some applications, a threshold may not be desired and a door bottom/sweep listed for a door with excessive clearance may be preferred.
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By: Gary Bergeron, CSI, CCS, GSR Technical Chair
We all welcome a rainstorm after a prolonged dry spell, but how many of us think about what happens to all that rain when our
favorite big box store receives a significant amount of storm water on its flat roof? Most don’t give a second thought to a
torrential storm event, but to an architect, structural engineer, and the plumbing engineer, there are some serious
considerations.
Collection systems are installed on most flat roofs to carry rain water into the site storm drainage system. According to the
International Plumbing Code, storm drainage systems are sized for a 100-year, one-hour rainfall event. The rainfall amount,
intensity, and duration are defined in the plumbing code for every geographic area of the country.
Many buildings utilize a sloped roof towards the back of the building with a gutter extending the full width of the building. Multiple downspouts,
mounted on the building, connect to the gutter. Other buildings are designed with roof drains and internal piping to manage the storm water
connection to the site drainage. Plumbing engineers determine the number and size of roof drains with the architect’s input; who also determines
the roof insulation thickness and positive slope toward the roof drains. The structural engineer determines the allowable depth of rainwater on the
roof in his structural calculations. If the architect’s, plumbing or structural engineer’s calculations are incorrect, water ponding on the roof can cause
a roof to collapse.
Roof drains specified by plumbing engineers come in many different configurations. Typically installed at low points, roof drains are sometimes
located adjacent to the exterior wall near a scupper. Scuppers are holes in the parapet wall that allow storm water to flow through if the primary
roof drain becomes clogged with debris. The scuppers are intended to be placed approximately 2” higher than the primary roof drain. If scuppers
are not specified by the architect, plumbing engineers must specify secondary emergency roof drains adjacent to the primary roof drains. The
secondary roof drains incorporate an overflow device, or a dam 2 inches tall, that allows stormwater to enter the secondary drain after the primary
drain becomes clogged. The tapered dome strainer on the primary roof drain is intended to allow drainage even if debris is present, but when the
debris reaches a certain height, the secondary roof drain allows drainage before the water depth reaches a roof collapse point. The secondary roof
drain pipe discharges at a visible location. This alerts maintenance staff to a blockage in the primary roof drain.
If you want to discuss this and other construction issues, come to the next CSI chapter meeting, CSI region conference, or the national
CONSTRUCT convention.

Stormwater ponding
h ps://superiorroofdrainpans.com/common‐features

Roof collapse
h p://rci‐online.org/wp‐content/uploads/2018‐cts‐pa erson‐mehta.pdf

Primary and secondary roof drains
Roof drain and cricket loca ons

Secondary roof drain nozzle with “a er market” rodent/bird nest protec on
Roof drain & parapet wall scupper

If you are interested in following the Little Rock Chapter, our links are as follows (for Facebook and
LinkedIn look for the CSI Little Rock Chapter):
Website: https://csilittlerock.org
Facebook: www.facebook.com
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com
If you are interested in Joining CSI or if you are just interested in keeping up with the information
provided by CSI, follow this link to the Institute Website Membership Pages:
For Membership Information:
https://www.csiresources.org/communities/membership/individual-membership
To Join CSI:
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/CSIRESOURCES/143a718d-6df6-484a-8a7976d79635b741/UploadedImages/PDFs/CSI_MembershipFormFY18.pdf
To See what CSI is all about:
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/CSIRESOURCES/143a718d-6df6-484a-8a7976d79635b741/UploadedImages/CSI_ResourcesCatalogFinalLowRes.pdf
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If you are interested in Joining CSI or if you are just interested in keeping up with the information provided by CSI, See the slides
shown from the “Why CSI” presentation

